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Dear Editor,

Thank you for reviewing my article titled “Inferior Alveolar Nerve Injury with Laryngeal Mask Airway-A Case Report”. The MS number was 18682066833646602.

This letter is in response to changes suggested by the reviewers.

1. Review by Dr Dimitra Zilianki: The reviewer had suggested that the use of LMA in routine clinical practise in operation theatres should be emphasised.
   
   Response: The necessary changes have been incorporated in the article and highlighted in the revised manuscript.

2. Review by Dr Federico Bilotta: The suggestions made were that the possibility of direct compression of the LMA over the lower lip causing the complication should be made. The second suggestion made was that excessive inflation, as a possible cause of complication should be mentioned in the abstract and conclusion.
   
   Response: The necessary changes have been made in the abstract and the conclusion. The changes are highlighted in the revised manuscript.

3. Review by Dr Georgios Vaidis: No comments were made about the article.

We have made the changes as suggested by the reviewers and are submitting the new revised manuscript. I hope that the article would be published in your esteemed journal. In case of any queries please contact me at drdeepakhrh@yahoo.co.in or 00353 86 2389978.

With Warm Regards

Deepak